Week 7 Quiz

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. **Due on 2020-03-18, 23:59 IST.** 
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Suppose at the beginning of my main program I have the following declarations.
   double vx[50], vy[50], z;
   Given the above declarations, which of the following statement(s) contain an error?

   - vx[10] = vy[15];
   - vx = vy;
   - z = vy[50];
   - z[0] = vx[10];

   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   vx = vy;
   z = vy[50];
   z[0] = vx[10];

Consider the following program fragment.

```cpp
int a[5];
for (int i=0; i<5; i++) cin >> a[i];
int s = 0;
for (int i=0; i<4; i++)
    s = s + a[i];
if (s == a[4]) cout << 1;
else cout << 0;
```
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2) What does the above program print for the input 10 20 -30 5 5?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 1

1 point

3) What does the above program print for the input 10 20 30 5 5?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 0

1 point

4) Which statements are true regarding the above program?

If the input consists of an increasing sequence of positive integers the program will always print 1.
If the input consists of an increasing sequence of positive integers the program will sometimes print 1 and sometime 0.
If the input consists of a decreasing sequence of positive integers the program will always print 0.
If the input consists of a decreasing sequence of positive integers the program will sometimes print 1 and sometime 0.

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
If the input consists of an increasing sequence of positive integers the program will sometimes print 1 and sometime 0.
If the input consists of a decreasing sequence of positive integers the program will always print 0.

1 point

5) In the lectures, we saw a program that reads roll numbers and corresponding marks, and then subsequently prints marks given a roll number. The code below does the same thing, but without having the bool variable 'found' which was present in the code given in the lecture. Also note that the variable i is declared differently, see comment.

```cpp
int main()
{
    int rollno[100]; double marks[100];
    for(int i=0; i<100; i++) cin >> rollno[i] >> marks[i];
    while(true){
        int r; cin >> r;    // read in query roll number
        if(r == -1) break;
        int i;                // i declared outside loop
        for(i=99; i>=0; i--){
            if(rollno[i] == r){
                cout << marks[i] << endl;
                break;
            }
        }
        if(i == ___) cout << "Roll number not found.\n";
    }
}
```
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What value should be in the blank so that the code works as described above?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) -1

6) Suppose I use the program given in the lectures to multiply a degree 5 polynomial by a degree 10 polynomial. Note that a degree n polynomial has n+1 coefficients. Then the number of multiplications (between polynomial coefficients) performed is?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 66

Suppose I am given an array x[20]. The following code is meant to determine if there exist distinct i,j,k such that x[i]+x[j]+x[k]=0. It is expected to print True (which is printed as 1 on some computers) if such a triple exists, and False (which is printed as 0 on some computers) otherwise.

```cpp
bool sum0found = false
for(int i=19; i>=0; i--)
    for(int j=j1; j>=0; j--)
        for(int k=k1; k>=0; k--)
            if (x[i] + x[j] + x[k] == 0){
                sum0found = true;
                break;
            }
```

Which of the following values should I use for j1 and k1? Note that I want the program to be correct and also not do unnecessary work.

Use j1=19, k1=19
Use j1=i, k1=j
Use j1=i+1, k1=j+1
Use j1=i-1,k1=j-1

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
Use j1=i-1,k1=j-1

7) Which of the following values should I use for j1 and k1? Note that I want the program to be correct and also not do unnecessary work.

8) Suppose all the elements of x are positive except for x[19]. Then I can modify one of the loop bounds in the above code - so that the program gives the correct answer but the number of times the condition x[i]+x[j]+x[k] == 0 is checked, reduces considerably. How many times is the condition checked in the worst case after the modification?
Consider the following code fragment.

```c++
int q[4]={25,26,27,28};
```

Assume q[0] is stored at address 2000. Also assume that each int is 4 bytes wide, so q[1] will be stored at 2004, q[2] at 2008 and so on. Note that normally when you print an address, it will get printed in hexadecimal; but just for the exercises below assume that addresses are also printed in decimal.

For each of the following statements, give what is printed. For the questions below, give your answer as a decimal number. If you think the question cannot be answered, respond by writing -1.

9) `cout << q;`

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 2000

1 point

10) `cout << q[1];`

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 26

1 point

11) `cout << &q[3];`

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: Numeric) 2012

1 point

The function below is supposed to print the sum of the array passed to it. The main program calls the function to get the sum of the elements of the array A.

```c++
int amax(int A[], int n){ // precondition n > 0
    if(n==1) return blank1;
    return blank2 + amax(A,n-1);
}
```

```c++
int main(){
    int A[5]={25,61,0,3,7};
```
cout << amax(blank3,blank4)<<endl;
}

The following questions ask you about the values to fill in the blanks. You are expected to give simplest possible values, i.e. if your answer is an expression that can be simplified, give the simplified answer, do not put any spaces in your answer. Also do not use '&', or '*' (pointer 'dereferencing') in your answer. Using subscripts ([] is fine.

12) What value you can fill for blank1?

- A[0]
- A[n]
- 5
- 0

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
A[0]

13) What value you can fill for blank2?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: String) A[n-1]

14) What value you can fill for blank3?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: String) A

15) What value you can fill for blank4?

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
(Type: String) 5